
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Soft Drinks and Water $8 
Ginger Beer, Cola, Lemonade 

Sparkling Water 
 
Low/Non-Alcohol Beer $6 
Baltika 0% 
Beer Citrus 2% 

 
Spirit Mixers $10 
Rum & Cola 
Gin & Tonic 
Vodka & Citrus 

Beer $10 
Locally produced in Nelson by Eddyline family 
brewery. 
 
Kaiteriteri Gold 5.3% 
A flavourful pilsner with a deep golden colour, rich 
Czech Hop aroma balanced with a solid maltiness that 

ends with a crisp refreshing finish. Easy drinking but 
not short on flavour. 

Island Life IPA 6.3% 
A West Coast Indian Pale Ale made tropical! Bold and 
hoppy, brewed with Mango and Grapefruit. 

Summer in the Citra 6.2% 

New England style IPA with juicy aromas from a 
blend of Citra, Mosaic, and Simcoe hops. A subdued 
bitterness gives this beer incredible drinkability. 
 
Amigo Mexican Amber Lager 4.3% 
A crisp finishing beer with a rich malty flavour. Full-
bodied yet not filling and incredibly smooth drinking! 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Sparkling Wine 
Tohu Rewa Blanc de Blanc $50 

This traditionally made wine displays lifted aromas of 
bright citrus, crisp fresh apples and refined touches of 
brioche and toasted hazelnut. Extended lees aging in 
the bottle results in a wine that displays a fine, 
persistent bead and rich, creamy mousse. Fine 

balance with a touch of minerality leads to a perfectly 
elegant dry finish. 

 
White Wine 750ml 

Spencer Hill Fume Sauvignon Blanc $55 

Clean, bright, green fruit and a firm, dry finish with 

good depth of flavour. Fresh, crisp and tangy 

sauvignon blanc with bright grapefruit, guava, salty, 

mineral and ginger flavours.  

Spencer Hill Tres Elegant Chardonnay $50 

Calm on the palate, balanced, even and persistent. 

The weighty creamy texture is not forced yet is also a 

wine with a youthful medium acidity, a new oak 

moment and a natural complexity bringing all the 

attributes together. Lengthy finish and well made. 

Renato Pinot Gris $35  

Ripe, soft, Pinot Gris with white peach, ripe pear and 

subtle lime-citrus flavours. A delicately succulent 

wine, with an initial hint of sweetness leading to a 

crisp and satisfyingly dry finish. 

Spencer Hill Neudorf Pinot Rose $54 

It is pink but not too pink – more of a soft peach or a 

crystal cut pink diamond. On the palate it is a little 

flirtatious but still classy and it is so drinkable. So 

exquisite and delicate and delicious. 

House Pour White 150ml per serve $9 

Sauvignon Blanc or Chardonnay. Please ask your 
hosts about today's Whites.... 

 

 
 
 
 
Red Wine 750ml 
Spencer Hill Pinot Noir $45 

This wine is made from a selection of Nelson grapes 
from the Upper Moutere. The result is a full-bodied 
wine that has layers of fruit flavours that are 
associated with the different soil types and climatic 
conditions of each individual block. 

Tempus Two Cabernet Merlot $35 
We go to Australia’s famous Hunter Valley for this 

wonderfully balanced, full-bodied wine, exhibiting rich 
berry fruit, cassis, chocolate & cigar-box characters. 

Tempus Two Merlot $35 
A voluptuous wine with fine tannins and ripe, berry 
fruit flavours balanced by earthiness and spice. 
Subtle oak characters give complexity and enhance 
the rich, yet smooth and typically merlot palate. 

Chapel Hill the Parson Cabernet Sauvignon $45 
Let’s explore and enjoy this regal wine variety 

from South Australia. Generous cassis and red fruit 
flavours are enhanced by a dusting of oak and 
savoury nuances, interwoven around a fine tannin 
structure that has a rich chocolate note to it. Warm, 

aromatic, seductive. 

Chapel Hill the Parson Estate Shiraz $45 
Classic McLaren Vale shiraz always starts with a 
generosity of rich fruit and softness, and this wine 
has all that and more. Sweet but not over the top, 
the palate is warm and fresh and the peppery, 
liquorice fruit persistent. A pleasant surprise perhaps 

due to a maturation period in older French oak. 

 
House Pour Red 150ml per serve $9.50 
Please ask your hosts about today's Reds.... 
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